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Essential C# 2.0 (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Essential C# 2.0 is a clear, concise guide to C#—including the features new to C# 2.0. The book clearly presents material for beginners and experts and provides contrasts and comparisons between C# and other languages. The C# language is covered comprehensively and each important construct is illustrated with...
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Beginning GIMP: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Beginning GIMP: From Novice to Professional explains how to use the open source image manipulation program, GIMP version 2.4. You'll learn how to install GIMP on Windows, Linux, and MacOS X platforms. Once you've installed the application, you'll learn about the interface and configuration options, and then jump into a quick-and-simple...
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Common Warehouse Metamodel Developer's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The official guide on how to develop interoperable data warehouse and business intelligence applications from the authors of the CWM specification
This authoritative guide will show you how to develop interoperable data warehouse and business intelligence applications using the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) specification. It provides you...
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The Martian Principles for Successful Enterprise Systems: 20 Lessons Learned from NASAs Mars Exploration Rover MissionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
When you need to land and operate a robot on Mars, "halfway" software is not an option. While helping to develop the Collaborative Information Portal, or CIP, for NASA's Mars Exploration Rover mission, Ronald Mak identified and refined a set of principles that represent the fundamental goals necessary for any successful enterprise system....
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Java Connector Architecture: Building Enterprise Adaptors (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2002
Java Connector Architecture (JCA) presents the JCA and identifies the scope in which a JCA-based adapter operates. The book quickly moves to the design methodologies employed in adapter using the JCA. The book then progresses to information about testing and deploying adapters in a production environment. Java Connector Architecture defines a...
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Atlas of Liver Pathology (Atlas of Anatomic Pathology)Springer, 2013

	The liver is a complex organ due to its unique microscopic structure, intricate metabolic functions and susceptibility to a wide variety of insults, manifesting in countless histological  patterns.  Atlas of Liver Pathology considers both changes seen in medical liver biopsies as well as lesional biopsies when the specimen...
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VMware Horizon View 5.3 Design Patterns and Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Taking a rational approach to implementing Horizon View can make all the difference to its future performance and usefulness. This book will help you make all the right decisions for your particular enterprise's needs.


	Overview

	
		Identify the reasons why you are deploying Horizon View, a critical step...
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Police Technology: 21st-Century Crime-Fighting Tools (Law Enforcement and Intelligence Gathering)Rosen Education Service, 2017

	Computers have become vital for police work in the twenty-first century. Applications explored in this compelling volume include the capability of searching extensive, internationally synchronized criminal information databases; plotting crime incidents and patterns to anticipate and prevent recurrences; interrogating criminal suspects and...
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Essential C# 6.0 (5th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology)Addison Wesley, 2015

	
		“Welcome to one of the greatest collaborations you could dream of in the world of C# books—and probably far beyond!”

	
		—From the Foreword by Mads Torgersen, C# Program Manager, Microsoft



...
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Beginning EJB 3, Java EE, 7th EditionApress, 2013

	
		
			When we set out to write this book, our goal was to present Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) to developers, with a keen
		
			eye toward how this technology can be used in everyday, real-world applications. JSR-345: Enterprise JavaBeansTM,
		
			Version 3.2 EJB Core Contracts and Requirements is a deep spec that addresses the...
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Database Programming with JDBC and JavaO'Reilly, 1997

	Java and databases make a powerful combination. Getting the two sides to work together, however, takes some effort--largely because Java deals in objects while most databases do not.This book describes the standard Java interfaces that make portable object-oriented access to relational databases possible and offers a robust model for writing...
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Spring Roo in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	
		Summary

	
		Spring Roo in Action is a unique book that teaches you how to code Java in Roo, with a particular focus on Spring-based applications. Through hands-on examples, you'll learn how Roo creates well-formed application structures and supports best practices and tools. Plus, you'll get a...
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